Are you ready to start quilting your own patchwork projects?

Club Membership Includes:
Notebook, crosshair ruler, stitching line discs, design your way patterns, program guide & quilt assembly instructions.

Full Year Fee:
13 Patchwork & Design Patterns
13 Highlighted Templates
13 Instructional Videos

Also receive discounts on optional designs or patchwork tools each month.

BLACK FRIDAY SALE
$350 reg $450
Annual Design Club Total Value $650+

1st Block—Log Cabin Block (4C) & Flying Bell Curve 5”

Learn about 12 more releases on back!
Designed by Donna McCauley using Westalee Design Templates and Tools
Design Series Releases

2nd - Flying Geese Block (10C) Spin-e-fex 13 5.5”

3rd - Dresden Block (7) Artisan Marquis Curve 85

4th - Shadowed Dizzy Geese Block (1C) 6” Spiral

5th - Chains Block (5B) Spinning Wheels 27 - 5.5”

6th - Churn Dash Block (9C) Spin-e-fex 8 - 3.5”

7th - Card Trick Block (11B) Ying & Yang

8th - Carpenter’s Star Block (2A) Spin-e-fex 4 3.5”

9th - Pinwheel Block 9B Spin-e-fex Feathers 8 5.5”

10th - Arrows Block (13A) Snowflake 1 & 2

11th - Big T Block (3C) Hexagon 1”

12th - Birds in the Air (8C) Honeycomb

13th - Queen’s Crown Block (12B) Mini Fills BRICKS